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ISOCHRONOUS CENTERS OF POLYNOMIAL HAMILTONIAN
SYSTEMS AND A CONJECTURE OF JARQUE AND
VILLADELPRAT
by
Jacky Cresson & Jordy Palafox
Abstract. — We study the conjecture of Jarque and Villadelprat stating that every center of
a planar polynomial Hamiltonian system of even degree is nonisochronous. This conjecture is
prove for quadratic and quartic systems. Using the correction of a vector field to characterize
isochronicity and explicit computations of this quantity for polynomial vector fields, we are able
to describe a very large class of nonisochronous Hamiltonian system of even degree of degree
arbitrary large.
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PART I
INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
1. The Jarque-Villadelprat conjecture
In this paper, we study centers of planar polynomial Hamiltonian systems in the real case.
In particular we focus on isochronous centers. Our main concern is the following conjecture
stated by Jarque and Villadelprat in [20]: Let X be a real polynomial Hamiltonian vector
field of the form:
X(x, y) = −∂yH(x, y)∂x + ∂xH(x, y)∂y , (x, y) ∈ R
2
where H(x, y) is a real polynomial in the variables x and y. The maximum degree of the
polynomials ∂xH and ∂yH is the degree of the Hamiltonian vector field.
Conjecture : Every center of a planar polynomial Hamiltonian system of even degree is non-
isochronous.
The conjecture is known to be true for quadratic systems thanks to a result of Loud in [22]
and in the quartic case by a result of Jarque-Villadelprat in [20]. The proof of Jarque and
Villadelprat is based on a careful study of the bifurcations set and seems difficult to extend to
an arbitrary degree. The conjecture is open for the other cases despite partial results in this
direction obtain by B. Schuman in [25, 26] using an explicit computation of the first coeffi-
cients of the Birkhoff normal form and Chen and al. [3] proving what they call a weak version
of the conjecture, i.e. that any vector fields having only even components is nonisochronous.
Different strategies can be used to go further toward this conjecture. A first class of methods
can be called geometric and are related to some special features of Hamiltonian or isochronous
centers. We can mention for example the work of L. Gavrilov [19] and P. Mardesic, C.
Rousseau and B. Toni [23]. Up to now, these methods are unable to reproduce some special
results obtained by B. Schuman [25, 26] for classes of polynomial vector fields of arbitrary de-
gree. Another class of methods can be called analytic and are more or less all dealing with the
computations of quantities which be obtained algorithmically like period constants [16] and
coefficients of normal forms [8] (see also [17]). However, such methods are usually assumed
to be intractable when one is dealing with a vector field of arbitrary degree (see for example
[20] p.337). This is indeed the case when one has no informations on the algebraic structure
of these coefficients. Then one is reduced to compute Grobner bases or to use the elimination
method. However, one is quickly limited by the computational complexity and the memory
size need to perform these computations. Existing results are restricted to polynomials of
order 5.
A natural problem is then to look for methods allowing us to bypass these technical limi-
tations. However, one can efficiently obtain more information on the structure of these coef-
ficients. The idea is to separate in these coefficients what is universal and what is not.
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2. Main results
In this paper, we bypass this problem using the formalism of moulds introduced by Jean
Ecalle (see [10], [11]) and a particular object attached to a vector field called the correction
defined by Ecalle and Vallet in [14]. In particular, we obtain a partial answer to the conjecture
for arbitrary degree.
It is well known that isochronicity of a real center is equivalent to its linearisability (see [2],
theorem 3.3, p.12). A main property of the correction is that it gives a very useful criterion
for linearisability. Indeed, a vector field is linearisable if and only if its correction is zero.
As the correction possesses an algorithmic and explicit form which is easily calculable using
mould calculus we are able to give more informations on the isochronous set. This strategy
was already used by one of us in [6].
In the following, we use the classical complex representation of real vector fields (see [21]).
Let us denote by Xlin = i(x∂x − x¯∂x¯) and Xr = Pr(x, x¯)∂x + Pr(x, x¯) with x ∈ C, Pr is a
homogeneous polynomial of degree r, Pr(x, x¯) =
r∑
j=0
pr−j−1,jx
r−jx¯j .
Theorem 1. — Let X be a non trivial real Hamiltonian vector field of even degree 2n given
by:
X = Xlin +
2n∑
r=2
Xr
If X satisfies one of the following conditions :
a) there exists 1 ≤ r < n− 1 such that pi,i = 0 for i = 1, ..., r − 1 and Im(pr,r) > 0,
b) pi,i = 0 for i = 1, ..., n − 1,
then the vector field is nonisochronous.
As a consequence we deduce that:
X = Xlin +X2,
X = Xlin +X2 +X3 +X4 with p1,1 ≥ 0,
X = Xlin +X2 +X3 +X4 +X5 +X6 with p1,1 > 0 or p1,1 = 0 and p2,2 > 0,
are nonisochronous.
As a corollary, we obtain the weak version of the Jarque-Villadelprat conjecture proved by
X. Chen and al. [3]:
Corollary 1 (weak Jarque-Villadelprat conjecture). — Let X be a non trivial real Hamil-
tonian vector field of even degree 2n given by
X = Xlin +X2 +X4 + · · ·+X2n,
then X is nonisochrnous.
The proof follows easily from Theorem 1 as for all i = 1, . . . , n− 1, we have pi,i = 0 due to
the fact that there exists no odd components.
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Theorem 2. — Let X be a non trivial real Hamiltonian vector field of the form:
X = Xlin +Xk + ...+X2l,
for k ≥ 2 and l ≤ k − 1. Then X is nonisochronous.
Using this last theorem, without any conditions we have that:
X = Xlin +X2,
X = Xlin +X3 +X4,
X = Xlin +X4 +X5 +X6,
or more funny
X = Xlin +
92∑
i=47
Xi
are nonisochronous. We see that Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 are complementary to each other.
Mixing the proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 we obtain:
Theorem 3. — Let X be a non trivial real polynomial Hamiltonian vector field on the form:
X = Xlin +Xk + ...+X2l +
m∑
n=1
2(cn−1)∑
cn
Xcn
where k ≥ 2, l ≤ k−1 and the sequence cn is defined by : c1 = 4l and ∀n ≥ 2, cn = 4(cn−1−1),
X is nonisochronous.
A first example of nonisochronous vector field given by the last theorem is:
X = Xlin +X2 +X4 +X5 +X6.
Theorem 4. — Let k ≥ 2 and l ≤ k − 1, a real polynomial Hamiltonian vector field denoted
by X on one of these two forms:
i)X = Xlin +Xk + ...+X2l +X2l+1 +
r+n∑
m=r
Xm
where r ≥ 2l + 2 and Im(pl,l) > 0 or
ii)X = XlinXk + ...+X2l +X4l−1 +
r+n∑
m=r
Xr
where X2l is nontrivial, r ≥ 4l, with Im(p2l−1,2l−1) > 0, are nonisochronous.
Using Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 we easily deduce the classical result that homogeneous
perturbations of a linear center are non isochronous (see [25]) as well its generalization (see
[26, 6]).
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3. Plan of the paper
In Part II, we give following J. Ecalle and B. Vallet [14] the definition of the correction of a
vector field and remind some of its properties. We then look more specifically to the correction
of polynomial real vector fields. We derive explicit formula allowing us to analyse its structure.
In Part III, we prove that the set of isochronous Hamiltonian centers is an affine variety
which can be explicitly described. We also prove that this variety is invariant under a non
trivial torus action.
Part IV, we give the proofs of our main results and some technical Lemmas.
We then discuss several perspective for this work.
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PART II
CORRECTION OF VECTOR FIELDS AND HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS
1. Correction of a vector field
In this section, we remind the definition of the correction of a vector field following the work
of J. Ecalle and B. Vallet [14]. In particular, we give the mould expansion of the correction,
which plays a central role in our approach to study the linearisability. It must be noted that
all these computations can be made in arbitrary dimension.
1.1. The correction of a vector field. — We denote by X an analytic vector field on Cν
at 0:
X =
∑
1≤j≤ν
Xj(x)∂xj
with Xj(0) = 0 and Xj(x) ∈ C{x}. We can write the vector field X in its prepared form:
Definition 1. — A vector field X is said in prepared form if it is given by
X = Xlin +
∑
n∈A(X)
Bn
where Xlin is the linear part of X on the form Xlin =
∑
j
λjxj∂xj Bn are homogeneous differ-
ential operator of degree n in a given set A(X) which is completely defined by X.
From the point of view of Analysis, homogeneous differential operators are more tractable.
An operator Bn is said to be homogeneous of degree n = (n1, n2) if for all monomial x
lyk we
have Bn(x
lyk) = βl,kn · xn1+lyn2+k with β
l,k
n ∈ C.
In [14], J.Ecalle and B.Vallet introduce the correction of a vector field following previous
work of G.Gallavotti [18] and H.Eliasson [15] in the Hamiltonian case.
Let us consider a vector field in prepared form. The correction is defined as follows([14],
p.258):
Definition 2. — Let X and Y two vectors fields with the same linear part, we assume that
Y is linearizable. We denote A ∼ B if the vectors fields A and B are formally conjugate. Find
a local vector field Z such that:
X − Z ∼ Y,
[Y,Z] = 0.
The correction is the solution Z of this problem.
In [14], Ecalle and Vallet prove that the correction of a vector field admits amould expansion.
Precisely, let us denote by A∗(X) the set of the words given by the letters in A(X) using by
the concatenation morphism conc on letters :
conc : A(X)p → A∗(X)
(n1, ..., np) 7→ n1 · n2 · ... · np.
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for any integer p.
In the following, a word is denoted by n1 · n2 · ... · np or n1n2...np.
Remark 1. — The length of the word n1...np is p. The word of length 0 is denoted by ∅.
Definition 3. — The set A∗(X) is composed by all the words of all lengths that is, if n ∈
A∗(X) there exists an integer p ≥ 0 such that n = conc(n1, ..., np) where nj ∈ A(X) for
j = 1, ..., p. We denote Ap(X) the set of words of length p.
For all n = n1 · ... · nr ∈ A
∗(X), we denote:
Bn = Bn1 ◦ ... ◦Bnr .
The correction can be written as ([14], Lemma 3.2 p.267):
Carr(X) =
∑
n∈A∗(X)
CarrnBn,
or simply Carr(X) =
∑
•
Carr•B• following Ecalle’s notations.
The main point is that the mould Carr• can be computed algorithmically using a recursive
formula on the length of words. Precisely for all n ∈ A(X), let us denote by ω(n) the quantity:
ω(n) = 〈n, λ〉,
where the 〈., .〉 is the usual scalar product on Cn and λ is the eigensystem of Xlin. We can
extend ω to a morphism from (A∗(X), conc) to (C,+). The quantity ω(n) is the weight of the
letter n.
We have the following theorem (formula 3.42 in [14]):
Theorem 5 (Variance formula). — The mould of the correction is given by the formula
for any word
n = n1 · ... · nr:
ω(n1)Carr
n1,n2,...,nr + Carrn1+n2,n3,...nr =
∑
n1bc=n
Carrn1cCarrb.
The proof of this theorem is nontrivial, it follows from variance formula for a vector field
discussed in ([14], Prop 3.1 p.270). The variance of a vector field gives many different way to
compute the mould of the correction.
The main consequence of the previous Theorem is the universal character of the mould of
the correction. Precisely, following the definition of universality used in [5], we have :
Theorem 6 (Universality of the Correction’s mould). — There exists a one parameter
family of complex functions Cr : Dr ⊂ C
r → C, r ∈ N such that for all X the correction’s
mould Carr• defined on A(X)∗ is given for all n ∈ A(X)∗ such that l(n) = r, r ∈ N and
ω(n) = 0 by
(1) Carrn = Cr(ω(n1), . . . , ω(nr)).
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This property is fundamental concerning our problem as the computation of these coeffi-
cients is done once and for all and does not depends on the value of the coefficients entering the
polynomials but on the alphabet generated by the vector field. Up to our knowledge only the
mould formalism is able to produce such kind of coefficients allowing to write the correction
(this is not the case for example dealing with the classical Lie framework).
In the following, we give explicit expressions for C1, C2 and C3.
1.2. The mould of the correction. — The following theorem concerns precisely the length
1,2 and 3 :
Definition 4. — The universal correction functions Cr : C
r → C, r = 1, 2, 3 are defined by
(2) C1(x) =
{
1 if z1 = 0,
0 otherwise.
C2(z1, z2) =


−
1
z1
if z1 + z2 = 0, z1 6= 0,
0 otherwise.
(3) C3(z1, z2, z3) =


1
z1(z1 + z2)
, if z1 + z2 + z3 = 0, z1 6= 0, z1 + z2 6= 0,
0 otherwise.
The proof is based on explicit computations which are summarized by the following Lemmas
whose proof are given in Appendix.
We can remark the values of the correction’s mould depend on the weight of the letters.
Moreover,
Definition 5. — A word n ∈ A∗(X) is said to be resonant if ω(n) = 0.
Lemma 1. — The mould Carr• verifies :
1) Carr∅=0,
2)If n is non resonant, Carrn = 0,
3)If n = n1...nr is such that there exists j satisfying ω(nj) = 0 then Carr
n = 0.
Moreover, we have:
Lemma 2. — 1) If ω(n) = 0, Carrn = 1,
2) If ω(n1 · n2) = 0 with ω(n1) = −ω(n2) 6= 0, we have Carr
n1·n2 = − 1
ω(n1)
,
3) If ω(n1 · n2 · n3) = 0 with ω(nj) = 0 j = 1, 2, 3, we have Carr
n1·n2·n3 = 1
ω(n1)(ω(n1)+ω(n2))
.
1.3. Some computations of the correction mould. — Let us consider the quadratic
case, i.e.
(4) X = Xlin +X2,
where Xlin is diagonal with eigenvalues (i,−i).
The alphabet generated by X2 is given by
(5) A(X) = {n1 = (1, 0), n−1 = (0, 1), n3 = (2,−1), n−3 = (−1, 2)} .
All the letters in A(X) are non resonant so that the correction mould is always zero in
length 1. In length 2 however, some resonant combinations are possible. We have
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Word n Carrn
n1 · n−1 i
n−1 · n1 −i
n3 · n−3
i
3
n−3 · n3
−i
3
In length 4, the correction mould is given by :
Word n Carrn
n−3 · n−3 · n3 · n3
−i
54
n−3 · n−1 · n1 · n3
−i
12
n−3 · n−1 · n3 · n1
i
12
n−3 · n1 · n−1 · n3
i
6
n−3 · n1 · n1 · n1
i
6
n−3 · n1 · n3 · n−1
−i
6
n−3 · n3 · n−3 · n3
i
27
n−3 · n3 · n−1 · n1 0
n−3 · n3 · n1 · n−1 0
n−3 · n3 · n3 · n−3 0
n−1 · n−3 · n1 · n3
i
12
n−1 · n−3 · n3 · n1
−i
12
n−1 · n−1 · n−1 · n3
i
6
n−1 · n−1 · n1 · n1
−i
2
n−1 · n−1 · n3 · n−1
−i
2
n−1 · n1 · n−3 · n3 0
n−1 · n1 · n−1 · n1 i
n−1 · n1 · n1 · n−1 0
n−1 · n1 · n3 · n−3 0
n−1 · n3 · n−3 · n1
−i
6
n−1 · n3 · n−1 · n−1
i
2
n−1 · n3 · n1 · n−3
i
6
Word n Carrn
n1 · n−3 · n−1 · n3
−i
6
n1 · n−3 · n1 · n1
−i
2
n1 · n−3 · n3 · n−1
i
6
n1 · n−1 · n−3 · n3 0
n1 · n−1 · n−1 · n1 0
n1 · n−1 · n1 · n−1 −i
n1 · n−1 · n3 · n−3 0
n1 · n1 · n−3 · n1
i
2
n1 · n1 · n−1 · n−1
i
2
n1 · n1 · n1 · n−3
−i
6
n1 · n3 · n−3 · n−1
i
12
n1 · n3 · n−1 · n−3
−i
12
n3 · n−3 · n−3 · n3 0
n3 · n−3 · n−1 · n1 0
n3 · n−3 · n1 · n−1 0
n3 · n−3 · n3 · n−3
−i
27
n3 · n−1 · n−3 · n1
i
6
n3 · n−1 · n−1 · n−1
−i
6
n3 · n−1 · n1 · n−3
−i
6
n3 · n1 · n−3 · n−1
−i
12
n3 · n1 · n−1 · n−3
i
12
n3 · n3 · n−3 · n−3
i
54
2. Correction of a polynomial vector field
2.1. Prepared form and alphabet. — Let X a polynomial vector field in C2 of the form:
X = Xlin + Pr(x, y)∂x +Qr(x, y)∂y
where Pr and Qr are homogeneous polynomials of degree r such that:
Pr(x, y) =
r∑
k=0
pk−1,r−kx
kyr−k, Qr(x, y) =
r∑
l=0
qr−k,k−1x
r−kyk.
In the following, we describe explicitly the prepared form of X, the set A(X) and the
operators Bn for a given vector field X of the form X = Xlin +
l∑
r=2
Xr.
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So we can write :
Pr(x, y)∂x +Qr(x, y)∂y =
r∑
k=1
(
pk−1,r−kx
k−1yr−kx∂x + qr−k,k−1x
r−kyk−1y∂y
)
+ p−1,ry
r∂x + qr,−1x
r∂y,
=
r∑
k=1
(O(k−1,r−k) + O˜(r−k,k−1)) +O(−1,r) +O(r,−1),
with
O(k−1,r−k) = pk−1,r−kx
k−1yr−kx∂x,
O˜(r−k,k−1) = qr−k,k−1x
r−kyk−1y∂y,
O(−1,r) = p−1,ry
r∂x,
O(r,−1) = qr,−1x
r∂y.
We want to know if there exist some operators of the same degree among the operators
O(k−1,r−k) and O˜(r−k,k−1). If it is the case, we are allow to gather them in a same operator of
the form B(n1,n2) = x
n1yn
2
(p(n1,n2)x∂x + q(n1,n2)y∂y).
For that, we have to solve:
k − 1 = r − k˜
where k, k˜ ∈ {1, ..., r}. As k˜ ∈ {1, ..., r}, r − k˜ ∈ {0, ..., r − 1} hence r − k˜ + 1 ∈ {1, ..., r}. So
there always exist solutions and we have the following lemma:
Lemma 3. — For all r ≥ 2, we can associate an alphabet to the vector field Xr, written
A(Xr) given by:
A(Xr) = {(r,−1), (−1, r), (k − 1, r − k) with k = 1, ..., r}.
Moreover, we get from A(Xr) the set denoted B(Xr) of the homogeneous differential operators
given by the decomposition :
B(−1,r) = p−1,ry
r∂x,
B(r,−1) = qr,−1x
r∂y,
B(k−1,r−k) = x
k−1yr−k(pk−1,r−kx∂x + qk−1,r−ky∂y)
with k ∈ {1, ..., r}.
Example 1. — We consider the vector field X = Xlin +X2 +X3 where
X2 =
(
p1,0x
2 + p0,1xy + p−1,2y
2
)
∂x +
(
q−1,2x
2 + q1,0xy + q0,1yr
)
∂y,
X3 =
(
p2,0x
3 + p1,1x
2y + p0,2xy
2 + p−1,3y
3
)
∂x +
(
q3,−1x
3 + q2,0x
2y + q1,1xy
2 + q0,2y
3
)
∂y.
Hence we obtain the three following alphabets :
A(X2) = {(2,−1), (1, 0), (0, 1), (−1, 2)},
A(X3) = {(3,−1), (2, 0), (1, 1), (0, 2), (−1, 3)}.
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For example, we also have the element of the set B(X3) :
B(3,−1) = q3,−1x
3∂y,
B(2,0) = x
2 (p2,0x∂x + q2,0y∂y) ,
B(1,1) = xy (xp1,1x∂x + q1,1y∂y) ,
B(0,2) = y
2 (p0,2x∂x + q0,2y∂y) ,
B(−1,3) = p−1,3y
3∂x.
Definition 6. — We define the degree of a vector fields as the maximum of the degree of its
defining polynomial.
In a same way, we define the degree of the homogeneous differential operators Bn or of a
Lie bracket of Bn which appear in the decomposition of X. We denote by deg(Bn) (resp.
deg([Bn])) the degree of Bn (resp. [Bn]).
Lemma 4. — Let X be a vector fields of the form X = Xlin +
m∑
r=2
Xr then X admits the
alphabet A(X) =
m
∪
r=2
A(Xr) and B(X), the set of homogeneous differential operators of X, is
given by B(X) =
m
∪
r=2
B(Xr).
Proof. — For all n = (n1, n2) ∈ A(X), we define the application :
p : A(X) → N
n = (n1, n2) 7→ n1 + n2.
For every r ≥ 2, for all n ∈ A(Xr), we have p(n) = r− 1, so ∀r, r′ , such that r 6= r′, we have
A(Xr) ∩ A(Xr′) = ∅ because p(A(Xr)) 6= p(A(Xr′)). Moreover, as Der(C
2) =
⊕
r≥1
Derr(C
2)
and B(Xr) ⊂ Derr(C
2) , then B(Xr) ∩ B(Xr′) = ∅ if r 6= r
′.
The elements of the alphabet A(X) are named letter .
2.2. Depth. — As we have a one-to-one correspondence between (A∗(X), conc) and (B∗(X), ◦):
A∗(X) → B∗(X),
n = n1 · ... · nr 7→ Bn = Bn1 ◦ ... ◦Bnr ,
the degree of [Bn] gives a natural notion of depth for the words defined by:
Definition 7. — We denote by p : A∗(X) → N the mapping defined by:
p(n) = deg([Bn])− 1.
Lemma 5. — The mapping p is a morphism from (A∗(X), conc) in (N,+).
Proof. — We prove it by induction on the length of the words. Let n1, n2 ∈ A(X),
p(n1 · n2) = deg([Bn1Bn2 ])− 1
= deg(Bn1) + deg(Bn2)− 1− 1
= p(n1) + p(n2).
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Let n1 ∈ A(X) and n ∈ A
∗(X), so:
p(n1 · n) = deg([Bn1 , Bn])− 1
= deg(Bn1) + deg(Bn)− 1− 1
= p(n1) + p(n).
Let M(X) be a mould series:
M(X) =
∑
n∈A∗(X)
MnBn,
where M• is alternal ([14]), i.e. M(X) is primitive([27], p.17). In this case, using the
projection theorem ([27], p.28), the mould M(X) can be expressed in the following form :
M(X) =
∑
r≥1
1
r
∑
n∈A∗(X)
l(n)=r
Mn[Bn],
where [Bn] = [Bn1...nr ] = [...[[Bn1 , Bn2 ], Bn3 ], ...], Bnr−1 ], Bnr ].
We have to reorganise this sum using the depth as follows:
M(X) =
∑
d≥1
Md(X),
where Md(X) =
∑
n∈A∗(X)
p(n)=d
MnBn.
A useful consequence is that the equation M(X) = 0 is equivalent to Md(X) = 0 for all
d ≥ 1.
2.3. Expression of the correction and criterion of linearisability. — The main prop-
erty of the correction is that it provides a useful and simple criterion of linearizability. Indeed,
we have by definition of the correction (see [14], p.258) :
Lemma 6. — A vector field X is linearizable if and only if Carr(X) = 0.
Using the above decomposition, we obtain an explicit criterion for linearizability writing
Carr(X) as :
Carr(X) =
∑
p≥1


∑
n∈A∗(X)
p(n)=p
CarrnBn

 =
∑
p≥1
Carrp(X).
Theorem 7. — A vector fields X is linearizable if and only if Carrp(X) = 0 ∀p ≥ 1.
In the following, we derive some properties of the quantities Carrp(X).
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3. Correction of real polynomial Hamiltonian vector fields
3.1. General properties. — An interesting property of the correction is that we just have
to consider the even depth, indeed :
Theorem 8. — Let X be a real Hamiltonian vector fields as above. Its correction in odd
depth is zero, i.e.
(6) Carr2p+1(X) = 0,
for all integer p.
This theorem is a consequence of the following lemma :
Lemma 7. — For a resonant word n, the related Lie bracket is on the form :
[Bn] = (xy)
p(n)
2 (Pnx∂x +Qny∂y).
Proof. — For all resonant word n = n1 · ... · nr, the related Lie bracket is :
[Bn] = x
∑
n1j y
∑
n2j (Pnx∂x +Qny∂y).
where nj = (n
1
j , n
2
j). As n is resonant, we have :
ω(n) = ω(n1) + ...+ ω(nr)
= i
(∑
n1j −
∑
n2j
)
= 0,
then
∑
n1j =
∑
n2j = α ∈ N. We just have to remark that p(n) = p(n1) + ... + p(nr) =∑
n1j +
∑
n2j = 2α, then α =
p(n)
2 .
As a consequence, we can restrict our attention to the even components of the correction.
For a given integer p, terms in Carr2p can be decomposed with respect to the length of words.
Precisely, we have
(7) Carrp(X) = Carrp,1(X) + · · ·+ Carrp,p(X),
where
(8) Carrp,j(X) =
∑
n∈A∗(X)
p(n)=p, l(n)=j
CarrnBn,
for j = 1, . . . , p.
The main point is that of course, this is a finite sum. Indeed, as each differential operator
entering in the definition are at least of depth one, we can not have more than a word of length
p as for all j ∈ N∗, n ∈ A∗(X) such that l(n) = j, we have p(n) ≥ j.
Moreover, some of these terms are easily determined.
Lemma 8. — Let p ∈ N∗, we have
(9)
Carr2p,2p(X) = Carr2p,2p(X2),
Carr2p,2(X) = Carr2p,2(Xp+1) +
p∑
r=2
Carr2p,2(Xr,X2p−r+2),
Carr2p,1(X) = Carr2p(X2p+1) = Bp,p.
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This Lemma has important implications on the following. In particular, it gives the maximal
degree of the homogeneous vector fields Xr entering in the computation of a given correction
term. In particular, for Carr2p we have no terms coming from the Xr with r ≥ 2p+ 2.
The proof of Lemma 8 is based on the properties of the set of resonant words with respects
to length and depth.
The first equality easily follows from the fact that an element of depth 2p and length 2p is
necessarily made of elements of depth 1 corresponding to operators in X2.
The second equality is a direct rewriting of the definition for a length 2 contribution to
the correction term of depth 2p. We denoted by W(Xr) the set of weights coming from the
component Xr of X and given by :
(10) {〈n, λ〉, n ∈ A(X)}.
The first term comes from the following decomposition lemma:
Lemma 9. — For every r ≥ 2, W(Xr) can be decomposed in the following way :
W(Xr) =W
+(Xr) ∪W
−(Xr) ∪W
0(Xr),
where W+(Xr) is the set of positive weights coming from Xr, W
−(Xr) = −W
+(Xr) and
W0r (X) is the set of the zero weight.
This decomposition shows the interaction between each homogeneous component Xl inter-
vening in Carr2p,2(X). In length 2, as any weight as its symmetric counterpart, we always
have a contribution of Xp+1.
The third one follows directly from a computation:
Lemma 10. — A component Xr, r ≥ 2, produces a resonant letter in A(X) if and only if r
is odd. In this case, the letter is unique and given by n0 = (
r−1
2 ,
r−1
2 ).
Proof. — Let r ≥ 2 be fixed. By Lemma 3 we know the set of letters produced by Xr. The
two letters (−1, r) and (r,−1) are never resonant. For the other ones given by (k − 1, r − k),
one must solve the equation of resonance
(11) 2k − r − 1 = 0,
for k = 1, ..., r. This equation has a unique solution given by
(12) k =
r + 1
2
,
which is valid, as k must be an integer, only when r is odd.
3.2. Explicit computation and the fundamental Lemma. — We now explicit the
quantities Carrp(X) when X is a real Hamiltonian polynomial vector field.
Let X a polynomial vector field in C2 of the form:
(13) X = Xlin +
d∑
r=2
(Pr(x, y)∂x +Qr(x, y)∂y) ,
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where Pr and Qr are homogeneous polynomials of degree r.
Lemma 11. — The complex vector field (13) corresponds to a real vector field if for all r =
2, . . . , d, we have
(14) pi,j = qj,i, i = 0, . . . , r − 1, j = r − i.
The proof follows easily from the fact that x¯ = y and Qr(x, y) = Pr(x, y) which gives
Qr(x, y) = Pr(y, x) for all r = 2, . . . , d.
Real Hamiltonian systems satisfy moreover the following conditions:
Lemma 12. — The complex vector field (13) corresponds to a real Hamiltonian vector fields
if conditions (14) are satisfied and moreover if for all r = 2, . . . , d, we have
(15) pi−1,r−i = −
r − i+ 1
i
pr−i,i−1, i = 1, . . . , r.
We give some examples of relations between the coefficients in X2 and X3 :
Example 2. — For the vector field X2 defined above, we have :
p1,0 =
−1
2
p¯0,1,
p−1,2 = q¯2,−1.
For the vector field X3, we have :
p2,0 =
−1
3
p¯0,2,
p1,1 = −p¯1,1,
p−1,3 = q¯3,−1.
Under the two previous conditions on the coefficients we have:
Lemma 13 (Fundamental Lemma). — Let X be a real Hamiltonian vector fields of the
form X = i(x∂x − y∂y) +
2r−1∑
j=r
(Pj(x, y)∂x + Pj(x, y)∂y) with x¯ = y, then :
Carr2(r−1)(X) = pr−1,r−1 + i


r∑
k=[ r+1
2
]+1
r(r + 1)
(r − k + 1)2
|pk−1,r−k|
2 +
r
r + 1
|p−1,r|
2

 .
Proof. — The computation of the correction in depth 2(k−1) requires to know which operators
appear in it and the alphabet. In this depth, there are just the homogeneous differential
operators from the polynomial Pr and the resonant letter from the polynomial P2r−1.
The alphabet given by Pr is A(Xr) = {(r,−1), (−1, r), (k − 1, r − k) with k = 1, ..., r}.
We also have the homogeneous differential operators :
B(−1,r) = p−1,ry
r∂x, B(r,−1) = qr,−1x
r∂y, B(k−1,r−k) = x
k−1yr−k(pk−1,r−kx∂x + qk−1,r−ky∂y)
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with k ∈ {1, ..., r}.
Here the resonant words are :
((k − 1, r − k), (r − k, k − 1)),
((r − k, k − 1), (k − 1, r − k)),
((−1, r), (r − 1)),
((r,−1), (−1, r)).
So the Lie brackets associated, using the real and Hamiltonian conditions, are:
[B(k−1,r−k), B(r−k,k−1)] =
r(r + 1)(2k − r − 1)
(r − k + 1)2
|pk−1,r−k|
2(xy)r−1(x∂x − y∂y)
= −[B(r−k,k−1), B(k−1,r−k)],
[B(−1,r), B(r,−1)] = −r|p−1,r|
2(xy)r−1(x∂x − y∂y) = −[B(r,−1), B(−1,r)].
The mould of the correction in this resonant word are:
Carr(k−1,r−k)·(r−k,k−1) =
i
2k − r − 1
,
Carr(−1,r)·(r,−1) =
−i
r + 1
.
The only resonant letter in P2k−1 is pr−1,r−1 with the operator B(r−1,r−1) = pr−1,r−1(xy)
r−1(x∂x−
y∂y). Using the alternality of the mould Carr
• and the skew-symmetric of the Lie brackets,
we get the formula :
Carr2(k−1)(X) = pr−1,r−1 + i


r∑
k=[ r+1
2
]+1
r(r + 1)
(r − k + 1)2
|pk−1,r−k|
2 +
r
r + 1
|p−1,r|
2

 .
3.3. Examples of computations. — We will give in this section a few examples of com-
putations of the correction.
3.3.1. The quadratic case. — We consider the real Hamiltonian vector field :
X = Xlin +X2
where X2 = (p1,0x
2 + p0,1xy + p−1, 2y
2)∂x + (q2,−1x
2 + q0,1xy + q1,0)∂y.
Using the decomposition in homogeneous differential operators, we obtain the following oper-
ators :
B(1,0) = x(p1,0x∂x + q1,0y∂y),
B(0,1) = y(p0,1x∂x + q0,1y∂y),
B(−1,2) = p−1,2y
2∂x,
B(2,−1) = q2,−1x
2∂y.
We also have the alphabet : A(X2) = {(1, 0), (0, 1), (2,−1), (−1, 2)}.
The first none trivial correction is in depth 2, because we don’t have any resonant letter.
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So, the correction in depth 2 is given by:
Carr2(X) = Carr2,2(X)
=
∑
n∈A∗(X)
p(n)=2
ω(n)=0
CarrnBn
=
∑
n∈A∗(X)
p(n)=2
ω(n)=0
1
ℓ(n)
CarrnB[n]
=
1
2
(
Carr(1,0)·(0,1)B[(1,0)·(0,1)] + Carr
(0,1)·(1,0)B[(0,1)·(1,0)]
+Carr(2,−1)·(−1,2)B[(2,−1)·(−1,2)] + Carr
(−1,2)·(2,−1)B[(−1,2)·(2,−1)]
)
.
By the Fundamental Lemma, we finally have :
Carr2(X) = i
(
6|p1,0|
2 +
2
3
|p−1,2|
2
)
.
3.3.2. The cubic case. — We consider the real Hamiltonian vector field :
X = Xlin +X2 +X3
with X2 = (p1,0x
2 + p0,1xy + p−1, 2y
2)∂x + (q2,−1x
2 + q0,1xy + q1,0)∂y and X3 = (p2,0x
3 +
p1, 1x2y + p0,2xy
2 + p−1,3y
3)∂x + (q3,−1x
3 + q2,0x
2y + q1,1xy
2 + q0,2y
3)∂y.
As above, the first none trivial correction is in depth 2 :
Carr2(X) = Carr2,1(X3) + Carr2,2(X2).
The only operator which is of depth 2 from X3 is given by its resonant letter (1, 1) and the
operator B1,1 = xy(p1,1x∂x + q1,1y∂y. So, using the previous result on the quadratic case, we
have :
Carr2(X) = p1,1 + i
(
6|p1,0|
2 +
2
3
|p−1,2|
2
)
.
In depth 4, we have :
Carr4(X) = Carr4,2(X3,X3) + Carr4,3(X3,X2,X2) + +Carr4,4(X2,X2,X2,X2).
The different Carri,j(X) are given by :
Carr4,2(X3,X3) = i(12|p2,0|
2 +
3
4
|p−1,3|
2),
Carr4,3(X3,X2,X2) = −i(120Im(p2,0p¯
2
1,0) +
26
3
Im(p¯−1,3p−1,2p¯1,0) + 40Im(p2,0p−1,2p1,0))
Carr4,4(X2,X2,X2,X2) = i
(
−144|p1,0|
4 + 12|p1,0|
2|p−1,2|
2 −
8
9
|p−1,2|
4 + 40Re(p−1,2p
3
0,1)
)
.
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3.3.3. The quartic case. — We consider the real Hamiltonian vector field :
X = Xlin +X2 +X3 +X4
with X2 and X3 as above and X4 = (p3,0x
4 + p2,1x
3y + p1,2x
2y2 + p0,3xy
3 + p−1,4y
4)∂x +
(q4,−1x
4 + q3,0x
3y + q2,1x
2y2 + q1,2xy
3 + q0,3y
4)∂y.
The correction in depth 2 is the same as the cubic case.
In depth 4, we have :
Carr4(X) = Carr4,2(X4,X2) + Carr4,2(X3,X3)
+Carr4,3(X3,X2,X2) + Carr4,4(X2,X2,X2,X2),
where Carr4,2(X4,X2) is given by :
Carr4,2(X4,X2) = i (12Re(p2,1p¯1,0) + 8Re(p3,0p−1,2)) .
3.3.4. Maple program. — For the interested readers, we can send some Maple program to
compute the correction of a polynomial vector fields.
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PART III
THE ISOCHRONOUS CENTER AFFINE VARIETY
In this part, we prove that the set of isochronous center is a rational affine variety which is
invariant under a non trivial C∗ action. This affine variety is moreover explicitly described.
We also give estimates on the growth of the degree of each rational polynomials entering in
this description as well as the growth of the rational coefficients.
1. Affine variety of isochronous center
We consider real vector fields written in complex form as X = Xlin+P (x, y)∂x+Q(x, y)∂y
where P and Q are polynomials with coefficients in C such that P (x, y) = Q(y, x). We de-
note by N(d) the number of independent coefficients defining P and by p any element of this
set. By the reality condition, the coefficient of Q can be deduced from those of P . We then
identify the set of complex polynomials of a given degree d with CN(d), where N(d) is given
by N(d) =
(d− 1)(d + 4)
2
.
We denote by Ld the set of polynomial perturbations (P,Q) of degree d such that X is
linearizable. The set L can be seen as a subset of CN(d). Precisely, we have :
Theorem 9 (Geometric structure). — For all d ≥ 2, the set Ld of isochronous centers is
an affine variety over Q in CN(d).
The proof is based on a precise description of the algebraic form of the correction. For all
n ∈ A∗(X), let us denote by P (n) and Q(n) the coefficients given by Lemma 7 and satisfying
[Bn] = (xy)
p(n)
2 (P (n)x∂x +Q(n)y∂y).
We have :
Theorem 10 (Algebraic structure). — For all p ∈ N∗ the correction term Carr2p(X) has
the form
(16) Carr2p(X) = (xy)
p
[
Ca2p(p)x∂x + Ca2p(p)y∂y
]
,
where
(17) Ca2p(p) =
2p∑
i=1
1
i!
Ca2p,i(p),
with
(18) Ca2p,i(p) :=
∑
n∈A∗(X)
p(n)=2p, l(n)=i
CarrnP (n), i = 1, . . . , 2p.
The quantities Ca2p,i(p), i = 1, . . . , 2p, are explicit polynomials of degree i in the coefficients
of P with coefficients in Q if i is even and iQ otherwise. Moreover, these polynomials can be
computed algorithmically using recursive formula.
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The proof of this theorem is a consequence of two results. First, nested Lie brackets have
a very special shapes which can be easily computed. Precisely, we have :
Lemma 14. — For all n ∈ A∗(X), the coefficients P (n) and Q(n) are polynomials in Z[CN(d)]
of degree l(n) and defined recursively on the length of n by
(19)
P (nn) = (| n |1 −n1)pnP (n)+ | n |
2 qnP (n)− n
2pnQ(n),
Q(nn) = (| n |2 −n2)qnQ(n)+ | n |
1 pnQ(n)− n
1qnP (n).
where for n = n1 · ... · nr ∈ A
∗(X), we let |n|j = nj1 + ...+ n
j
r, j = 1, 2 with ni = (n
1
i , n
2
i ).
Second, the correction mould can also be computed by a recursive formula from which we
deduce :
Lemma 15. — For all n ∈ A∗(X), the mould Carrn belongs to Q if l(n) is odd and iQ if
l(n)is even.
The proof of Theorem 10 easily follows.
1.1. Proof of Theorem 9. — Using Theorem 10 and the characterization of isochronous
centers given by Theorem 7, the set Ld is defined by the zero set of an infinite family of
polynomials over CN(d) given by
(20) Ld =
{
P ∈ CN(d), Ca2p(X) = 0, p ≥ 1
}
.
We define the ascending chain of ideals Ik generated by 〈Ca2(p), . . . , Ca2k(p)〉 in C[p]. By
the Hilbert Basis Theorem (see [4], Theorem 4, p.77), there exists an M(d) ∈ N∗ such that
IM = IM+1 = . . . . We denote by Id the resulting ideal. As a consequence, the set Ld can be
obtained as (see [4], Definition 8,p.81)
(21) Ld = V(Id) =
{
p ∈ CN(d) | f(p) = 0 for all f ∈ Id
}
,
and corresponds to the affine variety (see [4], Proposition 9 p.81) defined by
(22) Ld = V(f1, . . . , fs(d)) =
{
p ∈ CN(d) | fi(p) = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , s(d)
}
,
where the finite family of polynomials fi, i = 1, . . . , s(d) is a generating set of Id. As the
polynomials defining this variety have coefficients in Q or iQ this concludes the proof.
Remark 2. — Theorem 9 together with Theorem 10 gives explicit informations on the degree
as well as on the growth of the rational coefficients entering in the definition of the affine
variety. A natural question is up to which extend these informations can be used to provide
a natural upper bound on the number of generators for the ideal generating Ld thanks to a
constructive version of the Hilbert basis theorem. This will be explored in another work.
2. C∗-invariance
The resonant character of the correction has an interesting consequence on the rational
algebraic variety of isochronous center. Indeed, let us consider the following action of C∗ :
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Definition 8. — Let λ ∈ C∗, we denote by Tλ the map
Tλ : C
N(d) → CN(d)
p• 7→ λ
ω(•)p•
where • is an arbitrary letter.
We extend this action for all monomials pn = p
n1
1 ...p
nr
r , with n is a word n1 · ... · nr, we
have:
Tλ(pn) = Tλ(p
n1
1 ...p
nr
r ),
= λω(n1)+...+ω(nr)pn
= λω(n)pn.
We denoted by [Bn] = [Bn1·...·nr] = (xy)
p(n)
2 (P (n)x∂x + Q(n)y∂y) where, as we have just
shown, P (n) and Q(n) are polynomial in the coefficient of Bn1 , ..., Bnr . We have the following
lemma which show the C∗-invariance:
Lemma 16. — For all resonant word n, we have :
Tλ(P (n)) = P (n) and Tλ(Q(n)) = Q(n).
Proof. — By definition of a resonant word, we have ω(n) = 0. So :
Tλ(pn) = λ
ω(n)pn = λ
0pn = pn.
Finally we can generalise this lemma in the following corollary :
Corollary 2. — For all λ ∈ C∗, the algebraic variety Ld of the isochronous centers is in-
variant under the action of Tλ.
Proof. — To prove this corollary we just have to remind that only the resonant word contribute
to the linearisability. We can conclude by the above lemma.
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PART IV
PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULTS
1. Proof of Theorem 1
Let X be a real Homaltonian vector field of even degree 2n of the form :
X = Xlin +
2n∑
r=2
Xr.
For each Xr, we can associate its depth as follows :
Xr Depth
X2 1
X3 2
X3 3
... ...
X2n−1 2n− 2
X2n 2n− 1
By Theorem 7, we are only interested by the even depth. As a consequence, we look for
all possible combinations of arbitrary length which give rise under Lie bracket to an even
depth vector field. In the following, we denote by [Xk1 , . . . ,Xkr ] the set of operators that one
obtain by nested Lie brackets of homogeneous differential operators Bni coming from Xki ,
i = 1, . . . , r. As an example, we have :
Xr and [Xr,Xr′ ] Depth
X3 2
[X2,X2] 2
X5 4
[X4,X2] 4
[X3,X3] 4
[X3,X2,X2] 4
X7 6
[X6,X2] 6
[X5,X3] 6
[X4,X4] 6
[X5,X2,X2] 6
[X4,X3,X2] 6
[X4,X2,X2,X2] 6
[X3,X2,X2,X2,X2] 6
[X2,X2,X2,X2,X2,X2] 6
The correction in depth 2 is given by :
Carr2(X) = Carr2,1(X3) + Carr2,2(X2),
As the depth is a morphism we have the contribution of the Lie bracket of X2, we also have
the contribution of the resonant letter of X3. By the Fundamental Lemma, the correction is
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given by
Carr2(X) = p1,1 + i
(
6|p1,0|
2 +
2
3
|p−1,2|
)
.
By the linearisation criterion, we must have Carr2(X) = 0. This implies that
(23)
{
Re(p1,1) = 0,
−Im(p1,1) = 6|p1,0|2 +
2
3 |p−1,2|.
As X is real and Hamiltonian, the first equation is always satisfied. The second one has only
a non trivial solution if and only if Im(p1,1) < 0. The situation when Im(p1,1) ≥ 0 leads
to two distinct cases. When Im(p1,1) = 0, the Birkhoff sphere reduce to 0 and we obtain
X2 = 0. When Im(p1,1) > 0, the equation can not be satisfied and the vector field is then
nonisochronous.
Assume that p1,1 = 0 then X2 = 0 and we are reduce to the case
(24) X = Xlin +X3 + · · ·+Xr.
As p1,1 = 0, the first non zero term of the correction is Carr4(X). By the fundamental
Lemma, the term Carr4(X) has exactly the same algebraic structure than the preceding
Carr2(X) = 0 case. The role of X2 is played by X3 and the role of the resonant term of X3
is played by the resonant term of X5. Here again, we recover the same dichotomy between
the case Im(p2,2) = 0 and Im(p2,2) > 0. In the first case, we obtain that X3 = 0 and we are
leaded to the same situation as before. Otherwise if Im(p2,2) > 0 the term Carr4(X) can not
be zero and we have a nonisochronous center.
The preceding discussion is representative of the general strategy of proof. Let us assume
that pj,j = 0 for j = 1, ..., r − 1. Then, we prove by induction that X2 = · · · = Xr−1 = 0. In
order to finish the proof, two cases must be discussed depending the value of r.
Case 1 : r < n−1. The component X2r+1 is non trivial due to the condition Im(pr,r) > 0.
By the Fundamental Lemma and the linearisability criterion, we must have
(25) Carr2r(X) = pr,r + i


r∑
k=[ r+1
2
]+1
r(r + 1)
(r − k + 1)2
|pk−1,r−k|
2 +
r
r − 1
|p−1,r|
2

 = 0
As Im(pr,r) > 0, this equality can not be satisfied and X is nonisochronous.
Case 2 : r = n−1. In this case, we are reduced to an homogeneous perturbation of degree
2n and the correction is given by
Carr2n−2(X) =
r∑
k=[ r+1
2
]+1
r(r + 1)
(r − k + 1)2
|pk−1,r−k|
2 +
r
r − 1
|p−1,r|
2 = 0
As X2n is nontrivial, this equation can not be satisfied and X is nonisochrnous.
This concludes the proof of the Theorem.
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2. Proof of Theorem 2
The proof follows the lines of those of Theorem 1. We have to distinguish two cases : k is
even or odd.
Case 1: k is even. The vector field Xk does not contain resonant terms. As a consequence,
its first contribution to the correction appears in depth 2(k−1) corresponding to resonant Lie
brackets of homogeneous differential operators in Xk of length two. As l ≤ k− 1, this implies
that 2l− 1 < 2l ≤ 2(k − 1). The even component between Xk and X2l will come into play in
the correction only with a greater depth as 2(k− 1) by Lie brackets of length at least two. In
the same way, for odd components, the resonant term will intervene in the correction with a
strictly smaller depth in length one and the other terms in depth greater than 2(k − 1) by a
Lie brackets of length at least two.
As a consequence, the correction term coming from an even k is given by :
(26) Carr2(k−1)(X) = i


r∑
k=[ r+1
2
]+1
r(r + 1)
(r − k + 1)2
|pk−1,r−k|
2 +
r
r − 1
|p−1,r|
2

 .
In order to satisfy the linearisability criterion, we must have Carr2(k−1) = 0. If the component
Xk is non trivial then the system is already non isochronous. Otherwise, we have Xk = 0 and
we are leaded to the same problem but with an odd component.
Case 2 : k is odd. In this case the vector field Xk contain a resonant homogeneous
operator. Let us write k = 2m+ 1 then Bm,m is of depth 2m and weight zero. We have
(27) Carrk−1(X) = Carr2m(X) = Bm,m.
By the linearisability criterion, Carrk−1(X) = 0 and the resonant term Bm,m in Xk is zero.
The contribution of Xk in length 2 follows the same argument as for the even case and we
deduce that finally Xk = 0.
As a consequence, we can prove by induction that in order to be linearisable the compo-
nents Xk, . . . ,X2l must be zero. But, by assumption, we have that X2l is non trivial. As a
consequence, the vector field X is necessarily nonisochronous.
3. Proof of Theorem 3
The strategy of proof follows those of Theorem 2. The main observation is that there exists
no interactions between each family of vector fields {Xk, . . . ,X2l} and {Xcn , . . . ,X2(cn−1)},
n = 1, . . . ,m. Indeed, let us first analyse the depth of all these objects. We have :
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Xr Depth
Xk k − 1
Xk+1 k
...
...
X2l−1 2l − 2
X2l 2l − 1
0 0
X4l 4l − 1
...
...
X8l−2 8l − 3
... ...
Xcm cm − 1
...
...
X2(cm−1) 2(cm−1)−1
Following the same lines as for Theorem 2, we see that the arguments based on the contribu-
tions of a given component belonging to {Xk, . . . ,X2l} are valid. In other words, we easily
proved that in order to be linearisable, then one must have Xk = · · · = X2l−2 = 0. The last
argument concerning X2l is also satisfies because the first contribution of X2l to the correction
is of length two and depth 4l − 2 which is not disturbed by terms of the remaining family
{Xcn , . . . ,X2(cn−1)}, n = 1, . . . ,m as the minimal contribution of these terms to the correction
is in depth 4l − 1.
As a consequence, a vector fields of this type will be linearisable if Xk = · · · = X2l = 0.
By the same argument, we see that there exists no interaction between the family {Xc1 , . . .
. . . ,X2(c1−1)} and the remaining one {Xcn , . . . ,X2(cn−1)}, n = 2, . . . ,m. We deduce that a
linearisable vector field of this type must satisfy Xc1 = · · · = X2(c1−1).
By induction, we easily deduce that a vector field of this type is linearisable if and only if
all the components vanish. As by assumption we are considering a non trivial vector field, we
are leaded to a contradiction and the vector field is necessarily nonisochronous.
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PART V
CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
1. Toward a complete proof of the Jarque-Villadelprat conjecture
Our main results give a very strong support to the Jarque-Villadelprat conjecture. The
remaining cases always deal with the role of the resonant term in the deformation of the
Birkhoff’s spheres. However, the phenomenon which is working for a quartic perturbation,
which was precisely studied by Jarque and Villadelprat using geometrical methods, must
applies in the same way for arbitrary degrees. Indeed, as we have seem in our derivation of
the main results, the algebraic structure of the correction during the cancellation process does
not change and can be closely investigated. We have then some directions in order to solve
completely the Jarque-Villadelprat conjecture :
– Can we prove using an extension of our method the quartic case ?
– Can we extend the geometrical method of Jarque-Villadelprat in the cases which are let
open by our work ?
– Can we prove the remaining cases using other methods ?
We believe that a better understanding of the algebraic structure of the correction will be of
importance in order to go further.
2. Effective Hilbert basis and the isochronous centers affine variety
A second aspect of our work is the explicit and algorithmic description of the isochronous
center affine variety. As already said, we have informations about the growth of the degree
and the coefficients entering in the description of this variety. A natural question is then to
look for effective version of the Hilbert basis theorem in order to get some informations about
the minimal number of generators of the ideal. The isochronous centers seem to be more
tractable than the usual center. However, it is clear that any advance in this direction will
have consequences on the local 16th Hilbert problem. Indeed, the same kind of combinatoric
and tools can be used to obtain analogous information for centers of polynomial vector fields
(see [8]).
3. Isochronicity for complex Hamiltonian systems
In [21], the authors study isochronicity of complex Hamiltonian systems when the linear
part has for spectrum (1,−1). Our method and results extend naturally to this case and give
an explicit and algorithmic description of the isochronous centers affine variety. This will be
the subject of a forthcoming work.
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Appendix A
Notations
– A(X) alphabet associated to a vector field X;
– A∗(X) set of words given by the alphabet A(X);
– B(X) set of homogeneous differential operator associated to a vector fields X;
– Carr(X) the correction associated to a vector fields X;
– Carr• the mould of the correction;
– n element of A(X);
– n element of A∗(X);
– Bn element of B(X);
– Bn element of (B(X), ◦);
– ω the weight application;
– p the depth application;
– ping the application which inverts the two components of a letter;
– ret the application on word which inverts the order of the letters;
Appendix B
Properties of the Correction’s mould
To prove the different results about the correction, we use another equivalent definition of
the mould of the correction using a prenormal form (see [14], p.267 Lemma 3.2) :
In − Carrn = lim
n→+∞
((I• −M•)◦ r)n
where n = n1 · ... · nr, I
• is the unit mould for composition, that is In = 1 if ℓ(n) = 1 and
In = 0 for ℓ(n) 6= 1. The mould M• is a mould of a prenormal form (see [7]), so we have
Mn = 0 for any non resonant word n and for the empty word. Moreover we have :
In − Carrn = ((I• −M•)◦ r)n = ((I• −M•)◦ r+k)n
where k ∈ N. We remind the composition of two moulds M• and N• :
(M• ◦N•)n =
∑
1≤k≤ℓ(n)
∗∑
ω1·...·ωk
M‖ω1‖·...·‖ωk‖ ×Nω1 × ...×Nωk
where
∗∑
ω1·...·ωk
means the sum on all the decomposition of the word n in k words. Moreover,
‖ wj ‖ is a letter obtained by the word ωj summing all its letter if the alphabet is provided
with a law of semi-group. For more detail, we can see [5]. Now, we can prove the Lemma 1
and Lemma 2.
Proof of Lemma 1. — 1) Using the above definition of the mould we have :
I∅ − Carr∅ = ((I•)−M•)◦0)∅
= I∅ −M∅,
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as I∅ = M∅ = 0, we have Carr∅ = 0.
2) Let n = n1 · ... · nr a non resonant word of length r, so we have :
In − Carrn = ((I• −M•)◦ r)n,
if n is a letter i.e ℓ(n) = 1, we have :
In − Carrn = ((I• −M•)◦ 1)n
= (I• −M•)‖n‖(I• −M•)n,
where M‖n‖ = Mn = 0 and In = I‖n‖ = 1 hence Carrn = 0.
If the length of n is greater than 2 :
In − Carrn = ((I• −M•)◦ r)n
=
(
(I• −M•)◦ r+1
)n
= ((I• −M•) ◦ (I• −M•)◦ r)n
= ((I• −M•) ◦ (I• −Carr•))n
=
∑
1≤k≤r
∑
w1·...·wk=n
(I• −M•)‖w1‖·...·‖wk‖(I• − Carr•)w1 ...(I• − Carr•)wk .
By induction, we assume the result is true in length r−1. As n is non resonant, among all the
decomposition in k sub-word, there is at least one of these sub-words which is non resonant
for each sum and we denote by wj this word. So by induction, I
wj −Carrwj = 0 if ℓ(wj) ≥ 2.
If this sub-word wj is a letter, we treat with the term (I
•−M•)‖w1‖·...·‖wj‖·...·‖wk‖, as n is non
resonant and ‖ w1 ‖ ·...· ‖ wj ‖ ·...· ‖ wk ‖ also is, M
‖w1‖·...·‖wj‖·...·‖wk‖ = 0 by definition of a
prenormal normal, moreover ℓ(n) ≥ 2 , I‖w1‖·...·‖wj‖·...·‖wk‖ = 0.
3) We prove this result by induction on the length. If ℓ(n) = 2, n = n1 · n2. If n1 is
resonant, as n is resonant, n2 is also resonant. So we have :
(28)
Carrn = −(I‖n‖ − Carr‖n‖)(In − Carrn)
−(I‖n1‖·‖n2‖ − Carr‖n1‖·‖n2‖)(In1 − Carrn1)(In2 − Carrn2).
As I‖n‖ − Carr‖n‖ = 1− 1 = 0 and In1 − Carrn1 = 0, we have Carrn = 0 if ℓ(n) = 2. Now
we assume the result is verified in length r − 1. We consider n = n1 · ... · nr such that one
letter nj is resonant. We have to study the following equality,
(29)
In − Carrn = [(I• −M•)◦ r]n ,
=
∑
1≤k≤r
∑
w1·...·wk=n
(I• −M•)‖w1‖·...·‖wk‖(I• − Carr•)w1 ...(I• − Carr•)wk .
There exists an integer l such that nj appears in the decomposition of one wl for 1 ≤ l ≤ k.
Either ℓ(wl) = 1, so wl = nj and I
wl − Carrwl = 1 − 1 = 0, or ℓ(wl) ≥ 2, so by induction
hypothesis Carrwl = 0 and Iwl = 0 by definition so Carrn = 0.
Proof of Lemma 2. — 1) Let n a letter such that ω(n) = 0. By the above definition,
In − Carrn = In −Mn,
so Carrn = Mn, where M• is a prenormal form. We can take for example the mould Tram•
(see [5]), which is the mould of the Poincaré-Dulac normal form. So Carrn = Tramn = 1.
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2) If ω(n1n2) = 0, we have ω(n1) = −ω(n2) as ω is an morphism. Using the Theorem 5 , we
have :
ω(n1)Carr
n1·n2 + Carrn1+n2 = Carrn1Carrn2 + Carrn1n2Carr∅
= 0
because Carrn1 = Carrn2 = Carr∅ = 0 as ω(ni) 6= 0. Finally :
Carrn1·n2 =
−1
ω(n1)
.
We also can prove this result by the other definition :
In1·n2 − Carrn1·n2 =
(
(I• −M•)◦2
)n1·n2
= ((I• −M•) ◦ (I• − Carr•))n1·n2
= (I• −M•)‖n1·n2‖(I• − Carr•)n1·n2+
+ (I• −M•)‖n1‖·‖n2‖(I• − Carr•)n1(I• − Carr•)n2 .
As above we will use the mould Tram• in length 2, Carrn1·n2 = Tramn1·n2 = ω(n2)−ω(n1)
ω(n1)ω(n2)
. As
ω(n1) = −ω(n2), we finally have :
Carrn1·n2 =
1
ω(n1)
.
As we can see the result differs by a multiplication by −1. It is due to the fact in [13] and
[14], the nested Lie brackets are taken in this form [Bn1·...·nr ] = [Bnr , [Bnr−1 , [...[Bn2 , Bn1 ]..]]
whereas in [7] and [5] we consider [Bn1·...·nr ] = [...[Bn1 , Bn2 ], ...], Bnr−1 ], Bnr ]. And we have
the relation:
[Bnr , [Bnr−1 , [...[Bn2 , Bn1 ]..]] = (−1)
r+1[Bn1 , Bn2 ], ...], Bnr−1 ], Bnr ].
3) We have to remark in length 3, there is not any sub-word which resonant else there is a
resonant letter but using the previous lemma the correction is equal to zero.
Using Theorem 5 we have:
(30)
ω(n1)Carr
n1·n2·n3 +Carr(n1+n2)·n3 = Carrn1·n3Carrn2
+Carrn1·n2·n3Carr∅ + Carrn1Carrn2·n3 .
We assume ω(n1) 6= 0 6= ω(n2 · n3) and we have to remark n1 · n3 is not resonant else n2 is
resonant too and by the previous lemma the correction is equal to zero, so we have :
Carrn1·n2·n3 =
1
ω(n1)(ω(n1) + ω(n2))
.
As in length 2, we can use the mould Tram• to compute the correction :
In1·n2·n3 − Carrn1·n2·n3 =
(
(I• − Tram•)◦ 3
)n1·n2·n3
=
(
(I• − Tram•)◦ 4
)n1·n2·n3
= (I• − Tram•) ◦ (I• − Carr•)n1·n2·n3
= −Tramn1·n2·n3 .
So Carrn1·n2·n3 = Tramn1·n2·n3 = 1
ω(n1)(ω(n1)+ω(n2))
.
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Appendix C
Technical results
C.1. Proof of Theorem 10. — For all i = 1, . . . , 2p, we have using the Theorem of
projection
(31)
Carr2p,i(X) =
1
i!
∑
n∈A∗(X)
p(n)=2p, l(n)=i
Carrn[Bn],
=
1
i!
∑
n∈A∗(X)
p(n)=2p, l(n)=i
Carrn(xy)
p(n)
2 (P (n)x∂x +Q(n)y∂y),
=
1
i!
(xy)p
∑
n∈A∗(X)
p(n)=2p, l(n)=i
Carrn(P (n)x∂x +Q(n)y∂y).
By definition of Ca2p,i(X) we obtain
(32) Carr2p,i(X) =
1
i!
(xy)p
[
Ca2p,i(X)x∂x + Ca2p,i(X)y∂y
]
.
C.2. Proof of Lemma 14. — Let Bn = B(n1,n2) = x
n1yn
2
(pnx∂x + qny∂y) and Bm =
B(m1,m2) = x
m1ym
2
(pmx∂x + qmy∂y). Then, the Lie brackets of Bn and Bm is :
[Bnm] := [Bn, Bm] = x
n1+m1yn
2+m2(Pn,mx∂x +Qn,my∂y),
= x|nm|
1
y|nm|
2
(Pn,mx∂x +Qn,my∂y)
where Pn,m and Qn,m are polynomials in the coefficients of Bn and Bm, precisely :
Pn,m = (m
1 − n1)pnpm +m
2qnpm − n
2pnqm,
Qn,m = (m
2 − n2)qnqm +m
1pnqm − n
1qnpm.
We easily prove by induction that all the Lie bracket in any length are on the above form.
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